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Instructions for use 
 

 

 

 

 

 

１．Adjusting length of the belt 

Note: Please do not cut the belt if you are planning to return the belt within the trial period. 
Please cut off the belt with scissors so that the end of the belt protrudes at least 8 cm from the 

buckle. (A≧8 cm) 

When wearing HAIR REGROWTH BELT to your head as shown in the lower right figure 1.  
It is difficult to tighten the belt strongly if it is too short. 

 

２．Wearing process 

Put it around your head as shown in Fig. 1 finally by the following 
wearing process.  

（You can see a video on the web site of HAIR REGROWTH BELT. 

   URL http://www.ip-enterprisez.com/way_of_wearing_E） 

①   First, put the belt around your head in a loose state. If your 
forelock is long, fasten them with a hair clip etc. so that the 
forelock does not hang over the forehead, or your forelock will be 
caught in the buckle. 

※《Important》Make sure that the smaller arc of the belt is 

the top. 

②   Pull out the hairs whose roots are located on the upper side 
(the vertex side) than the wearing belt from the back of the belt 
using a rattail comb. As a result of that, the upper inside of the 
belt contacts with your scalp and the belt is prevented to slip and 
slide up toward your vertex. 

③   As shown in Fig. 2, hold the end of the belt with the right hand, 

push the tip of the right thumb against the buckle and pull the 

right hand to the right rearward (arrow direction) using it as a 

fulcrum, you can tighten it strongly. Please close the lid of the 

buckle with your left hand in that state. When shutting the lid of 

buckle, be careful so that your finger wouldn’t be caught up. 

Please close the lid of the buckle surely. 

④   The wearing position of the belt shall be such that the belt 

naturally does not rise after wearing and the tightening force 

does not become loose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.２２２２ 

Attention!!Attention!!Attention!!Attention!!    

Arteriosclerosis, or who are suspected, please do not use this product. 
It may take an extra burden on the arterial vessel.    

    

 

Fig.１１１１ 

    Criterion of tightening force 
 

When going to bed after wearing ：：：：    
strongly (enough to be able to wrinkle up the scalp of the crown ) 
 

In other cases ：：：： 
    weakly (The extent to which the stretched crown scalp loosens ) 
 

      It is basic to make as high a tightening force as possible within the range 
not feeling the pain due to the tightening of the belt. According to this basic, 
if you feel pain, you can adjust the tightening force by loosening the 
tightening force.    To slightly loosen the tightening force, please shift the 
belt on the forehead upward. 
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３．About the frequency of wearing and the time of wearing  

Wearing the belt every day is recommended. At least more than 3 hours are needed at once of wearing 
time. Therefore, going to bed (lying down) while wearing the belt is recommended. 

 When waking up in the next morning, please take off the belt. If the belt slips and loosens when waking 
up, next time please adjust the wearing position of the belt lower slightly than the previous time. 
 When sleeping in bed after wearing the belt, lie down as soon as possible (within 15 minutes) after wearing. 
When more than 30 minutes are passed without lying down, vertex scalp falls in the congestion, and you may 
feel the pain by congestion, so please be careful. 

 

４．To maximize the effect of HAIR REGROWTH BELT 

Wearing the belt "long time as much as possible with tightening force as high as possible" is recommended. 
Therefore, going to bed (lying down) while wearing the belt is recommended. However, please control the 
tightening force to not feel pain due to tightening of the belt.  

 

５．Notes on first use 

Wearing the belt leaves a mark on your forehead. It takes about one hour for the mark not to stand out. 
Wearing at the night before a holiday when you have no appointment to see others and go out, make sure 
how long it takes for the mark not to stand out. And then, control the time to see others and go out. Further, 
you may have bed hair by wearing the belt, so time to fix the bed hair is also needed. 

 

６．Pulsating of scalp 

 Pulsating around the vertex may be felt while wearing the belt and also without wearing. It is normal and a 
proof that the blood circulation of the scalp is improved by the effect of the belt. There is no need to worry. 

 

７．In case of feeling a pain 

If you feel pain due to tightening of the belt during use, loosen the tightening force of the belt or remove 
the belt from the head. When using it again, please try to weaken the tightening force a little so that you can 
use it without feeling pai 

n. 

８．About allergy. 

 Occasionally, some people have an allergy to metal which is made of the buckle. Please stop using the 
belt in this case and consult a doctor. Hypoallergenic metal buckle is available for metal allergy. Parts of the 
buckle in contact with a forehead are coated with thin layer (pencil hardness 5H or more) of silica and 
titanium oxide harmless to human body. If you worry about metal allergy, please buy this. 
 

９．About the durability limit 

 Because the belt is made of genuine leather, it gradually extends when you use it. The effect will diminish 
as the belt stretches and the curvature of the belt decreases. If you feel that the effect has diminished and 
hair loss has increased, please purchase a new belt. It is also possible to purchase only replacement belts. 
 

１０．Maintenance 

 The belt is made of genuine leather. Please do not wash it or wet it with water. There is no problem for the 
belt to sweat. Please dry away from direct sunlight everyday. When washing the buckle, please brush with a 
flexible brush. Please do not brush strongly a buckle for allergy as the coated layer may be peeled off. 
 

１１．Others 

 Please do not use it when you are in bad physical condition. Even if the tightening force is weak, it 
becomes easy to feel pain when you are in poor physical condition. 

Since the belt is made of genuine leather, there are wrinkles, spots, small scratches, etc., due to the 
difference in skin part. Since there is no influence on the fanction / effect of the belt, please use it as it is. 
  When disposing, please follow the rules of the local dump. 
 

１２．Specification of HAIR REGROWTH BELT 

 Belt (made in Japan): Made of cow leather (Raw material may be foreign-made, even in that case the 
tanning is in Japan.) 
  Buckle (Made in Japan): Stainless steel (SUS 304) 
(Anti-allergy layer:  thin layer of titanium oxide and silica) 

  Patented in Japan (No. ５２５５４４０). 

《Separate sale items》 

 Replacement belt: Please use for replacing the stretched belt. 

 Buckle for metal allergy ：Parts of the buckle in contact with a forehead are coated with thin film (pencil 

hardness 5H or more) of silica and titanium oxide harmless to human body. 


